GIFT PRESENTATION:

Sister............., I am honored and happy that by reason of my situation, it is my duty to present to you this gift from.............. This gift is a mark of appreciation for your years of faithful service in following the Star. Your patient industry in behalf of ................. Chapter is thus a small measure rewarded. May this year in the East bring with it the rich blessing that comes from loving and serving others.

JEWEL PRESENTATION:

Addressing you as worthy Matron was always a joy, and now it is my happy privilege to be the first to address you by a title that has been well earned, our new Junior Past Matron. You have arrived tonight at the end of a busy, and I believe, a happy year; however, do not feel that now you have outgrown your usefulness. ----------Chapter needs people like you who have been proven willing and conscientious in the performance of duty. This jewel carries with it an expression of gratitude, not only from those who have been closely associated with you during your years of service, but from all the members of this chapter. It carries also our sincere, good wishes for a future filled with pleasant memories. We hope that it will remind you of the hours you spent here and of the friends you have made.

RESPONSE TO WELCOME WHEN VISITING:

Your welcome's sincere and friendly;
It makes me glad I'm here;
It makes me feel that when I can
I'll be back to share your cheer.

RESPONSE TO WELCOME WHEN VISITING A CHAPTER:

From the fullness of my heart I accept your warm greeting, your friendliness, and your hospitality. I know this Chapter by reputation as being composed of those who are truly ..............(cabbalistic motto). I am most happy to be here on this occasion.